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The exlusive photon-photon prodution of the K-meson pairs has been analyzed
within the partoni model of QCD for the kinematial onditions of BELLE exper-
iment. The ross setion dependenes on partoni masses, harges, and a shape of
K-meson wave funtion have been studied for the proess under disussion.
1. INTRODUCTION
Not long ago the angular distributions for the proess γγ → K+K− have been measured
by BELLE ollaboration at energies 2.4-4.1 GeV [1℄. The obtained results are in satisfatory
agreement with the preditions of artile [2℄, where the amplitude of exlusive prodution of meson
pairs had been performed as the amplitude TH of hard prodution of four partons onvoluted with
the parton amplitude distributions φ(x,Q) of the final mesons (x is a momentum fration arried
by valene parton and Q is a interation sale):
A =
∫∫
dx dy φ∗(x,Q)φ∗(y,Q)TH. (1)
The amplitude TH of a hard subproess of four massless quark prodution γγ → qq¯qq¯ was alulated
in the frame work of perturbative QCD. It was rather diffiult task beause one need to take into
aount 24 Feynman diagrams of O(α2α2s).
The following parameterizations were used for φ(x,Q):
φ(x,Q) ∼ x(1 − x), (2)
φ(x,Q) ∼ [x(1− x)]
1
4 , (3)
φ(x,Q) ∼ δ
(
x−
1
2
)
. (4)
∗
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2Transverse momenta of parton inside mesons, as well as partoni masses were negleted.
Now-days the wave funtion parametrization (2) is the most used for the study of proesses
with light mesons within the light-one thehnique. The parametrization (3) was used in work
[2℄, as an example of a funtion with a large partoni momentum dispersion. On the ontrary,
the wave funtion (4) desribes a meson with fixed momenta of onstituent partons. The latter
parametrization has been used many times to study the proesses with heavy quarkonia (see
for example a set of papers devoted to Bc-prodution in different interations [3℄). Also the
parameterization (3) has been used by us to estimate the prodution ross setions and the harge
asymmetries in the harm meson photoprodution [4℄.
One of the aims of this study is to estimate the role of partoni masses in the inlusive photoni
prodution of meson pairs. For this purpose we have taken into aount the mass orretions in
the hard proess amplitude TH .
The other aim of the researh is to note one more time, that the values of partoni harges
influene strongly the shapes of differential distributions. Our alulations, as well as the results of
[2℄ are indiative of the ardinal differene between the angle distributions for harged meson pairs
and ones for neutral meson pairs. This differene is learly seen from the formula for the ross
setion distribution over osine of azimuthal angle Θ in .m.s. for the prodution of pseudosalar
meson pairs, whih had been obtained in [2℄:
dσ
d cosΘ
∼
(e1 − e2)
4
sin Θ4
+
2e1e2(e1 − e2)
2
sinΘ2
g[Θ, φ] + 2(2e1e2)
2g2[Θ, φ], (5)
where g[Θ, φ] is a funtion of angle and of φ(x), e1 and e2 are the quark harges (the harges of
produed mesons are equal to ±(e1 − e2)). It is worth to underline that the both terms in (5) an
ontribute essentially to K+K−-pair prodution proess. That is why the approximation to the
ross setion in the form of 1/ sinΘ4, whih was used in [1℄, does not take into aount all features
of the model under disussion. For example, for the δ-shaped amplitude φ(x) and for massless
partons g[Θ, φ] ≡ 1 and the ross setion of K+K−-pair depends on Θ as follows:
dσ
d cosΘ
∼
1
sinΘ4
−
4
9 sinΘ2
. (6)
Let us to note that the term proportional to 1/ sin2 Θ allows to slightly improve the desription of
experimental data published in [1℄.
As it was already mentioned above, the model under disussion predits the essential differene
between the ross setion distributions for neutral meson pair prodution and for harged meson
3pair prodution. It is espeially interesting beause the other models [5℄ does not predit an
essential dependene of the differential ross setion on parton harges.
The third aim of the present work is to find-out the influene of a shape of φ(x,Q) on the
behavior of ross setion distributions for massive partons, as well as massless ones.
2. AN AMPLITUDE DISTRIBUTION AND A MASS OF A SYSTEM CONSTITUTED
FROM TWO PARTONS
Before to state the main results of the study let us return to the disussion of amplitude
distribution shape to make two remarks about this. As it is mentioned above, the approximation
(2) is the most used for the ase of light mesons onstituted from massless partons. The validity of
parametrization (2) for alulations is widely disussed in the literature [6℄, and we do not onsider
here this question. Our observation onerns the other aspet of the problem. Let us suppose that
the valene quarks q1 and q2 have the effetive masses mq1 and mq2. Let us also suppose that
these partons arry pratially the total momentum of meson. Then negleting their transverse
momenta we obtain a following expression for the mass squared of suh two parton system:
m2(x) =
(√
x2p2 +m2q1 +
√
(1− x)2p2 +m2q2
)2
− p2, (7)
where x is a fration of meson momentum p arried away by the parton q1. At large momenta
m2(x) an be represented as
m2(x)
∣∣∣
p→∞
=
m2q1
x
+
m2q2
1− x
. (8)
It is easy to show that the funtion m(x) reahes the minimum value mq1 + mq2 at x =
mq1/(mq1 +mq2).
If mq1 = mq2 then m
2(x) ∼ 1/(x(1−x)) and the amplitude (2) depends on x as 1/m2(x). Thus,
one ould suppose that for unequal masses mq1 and mq2 a following heuristi expression for the
parton amplitude an be used:
φ(x) ∼
1
m2(x)
∼
(
r2
x
+
1
1− x
)−1
, (9)
where r = mq1/mq2 . At least, for the reasonable value of parameter r = 2 the reeived distribution
is pratially indistinguishable from one represented in work [7℄ for K-meson.
The other remark is that even for a heavy quarkonium the value of m(x) an not be identify
with the quarkonium mass beause this mass an not depend on x. Nevertheless, we think that
4a physial meaning have only the values of x, at whih the differene between m(x) and the
meson mass M not larger than a oupling energy value Λ. If the both quarks are heavy then
M ≈ mq1 +mq2, M ≫ Λ, and we arrive at the following inequality:
m(x)−mq1 −mq2 . Λ. (10)
In addition to that, if mq1 = mq2, then from (8) and (10) we obtain:
1
2
−
1
2
√
Λ
mq
. x .
1
2
+
1
2
√
Λ
mq
. (11)
Using (11) one an easy to estimate a region of reasonable value of x both for harmonium
(0.3 . x . 0.7) and bottomium (0.35 . x . 0.65).
Thus, following [2℄, one an essentially simplify the problem if suppose that the amplitude of
exlusive prodution of meson pair an be subdivided into the hard amplitude of parton prodution
and the soft adronization amplitude. But suh a fatorization ause the vagueness of meson mass.
Different values of x orrespond to different values of a mass of system with two partons. In other
words, we replae a meson with a fixed mass value to a wave pakage onstituted by partons.
Suh an objet an not be haraterized by the definite mass value. Nevertheless, a rather wide
region of x variable exits where the mass of two parton reah physially reasonable values as for
light mesons, as for heavy ones. Therefore the fatorization proposed in [2℄ is physially justified.
3. CALCULATION RESULTS
In the present work we do not onern the problem of absolute normalization of the ross setion
and disuss only the shape of ross setion distribution with respet to cosΘ depending on the
following fators:
1. a value of meson harge,
2. values of effetive parton masses,
3. a shape of parton amplitude φ(x).
At the present time there are many work [6℄ devoted to study of different parameterizations of
parton amplitude and their behavior. Nevertheless, as it was experiened by previous alulations,
the shape of parton amplitude an not be reonstruted in details from the behavior of ross setion
or deay width. The proess under disussion is not an exeption and the differential ross setion
5of the meson pair prodution allows us to determine only qualitative harateristis of the parton
amplitude φ(x). That is why use the rough model represented in [2℄ to obtain our preditions.
The ross setion alulations for K-meson prodution have been done within the following
assumption sets about a parton amplitude shape and parton masses:
1. s-quark mass equals to ms = 0.2 GeV, the masses of u- and d-quarks equal to mq = 0.1 GeV
and the momentum frations arried by the partons are fixed: φ(x) ∼ δ(x−ms/(ms+mq)).
2. ms = 0.2 GeV, mq = 0.1 GeV, and the parton amplitude are spread as muh as possible:
φ(x) = const > 0 at 0.25 < x < 0.95 and φ(x) = 0 at other x. The region of x at whih the
parton amplitude reahes nonzero values has been estimated from the ondition (10).
3. The parton masses are negligibly small, and φ(x) ∼ δ(x− 2/3).
4. The parton masses are negligibly small, and φ(x) have a shape (9).
Of ourse these extreme variants are not realized in the nature. However the study of the
itemized assumption sets allows to better understand a new experimental data.
Fig. 1a presents the normalized differential ross setions of pair prodution of harged K-
mesons with respet to | cosΘ| for the proess γγ → K+K− at 2.65 GeV for the supposition sets
under disussion: (1) (solid urve), (2) (dashed urve), (3) (dotted urve), and (4) (dashed-dotted
urve). The experimental data of Belle Collaboration are also given in Fig. 1a for omparison. All
four sets desribe data fairly well. Surprisingly, that the most fair desription has been ahieved
for the variant (3) whih an be approximated by the formula (6) with a high auray. However
one an not ome to a final deision.
Fig. 1b presents the differential ross setions of pair prodution of harged vetor and pseu-
dosalar K-mesons (γγ → K+K∗−(K∗+K−)) normalized to the ross setion value of pair produ-
tion of harged pseudosalar mesons. It is seen from Fig. 1b that the ross setion of the proess
under disussion depends on Θ as ∼ cos2 Θ/ sin4 Θ. Also one an see that the relative yield of
pseudosalar-vetor pairs for the spread parton amplitudes is essentially smaller than for the
δ-shaped one.
As it is seen from Fig. 1 for the ase of massless partons the yield of the vetor-vetor pairs is
smaller than for the ase of massive ones. On omparing Fig. 1, 1a, and 1b, it is lear, that the
ross setion of the proess γγ → K∗+K∗− depends on | cosΘ| weaker than the ross setions of
the proesses γγ → K+K− and γγ → K+K∗−(K∗+K−).
6The differential prodution ross setions of the pairs of neutral pseudosalar K-mesons are
ruially differ from the ross setions obtained for the harged pair prodution. The ross setion
for proess γγ → K+K− strongly depends on | cosΘ|. On the ontrary, the distribution over
| cosΘ| for the proess γγ → K0K¯0 is pratially flat for the δ-shaped parton amplitude and
slightly urved for the spread parton amplitude (see Fig. 1d).
It is lear from Fig. 4e, that the proess γγ → K0K¯∗0(K∗0K¯0) is strongly suppressed in the
ase of massless partons. For the sheme (1) with massive partons and fixed parton momenta
the ross setion distribution over | cosΘ| with fair auray an be approximated by the funtion
|1/ sin3 Θ|. A spreading of parton amplitude within sheme (2) leads to the inrease of the relative
K0K¯∗0-pair yield and to the slight alteration of the distribution shape.
The values of parton harges influene strongly the behavior of ross setion distribution of
pseudosalar-pseudosalar and pseudosalar-vetor pairs, whereas the distribution shape of vetor-
vetor pair prodution pratially does not depend on parton harges, as it is lear from omparing
Fig. 1f and Fig. 1 were the ross setion distributions over | cosΘ| are shown the proesses
γγ → K∗0K¯∗0 and γγ → K∗+K∗−, orrespondingly.
Fig. 2 presents the same distributions as Fig. 1 but at the photon-photon interation energy
3.15 GeV. One an see that there is no essential differene between the distributions at 2.65 GeV
(Fig. 1) and at 3.15 GeV (Fig. 2).
4. CONCLUSIONS
Our alulations show that the shapes of differential ross setion of the pseudosalar meson pair
prodution in the photon-photon interation is determined in general by the meson harge. For
the proess γγ → K+K− the distribution over cosΘ have a strongly marked peripheral harater,
whereas the analogous distribution for the proess γγ → K0K¯0 is pratially flat. It is worth
to note that the partoni mass values and the shape of parton amplitude influene weakly the
differential ross setion behaviour.
The differential ross setion shapes of pseudosalar-vetor prodution are determined by the
meson harge too. But the relative yield of pseudosalar-vetor pairs and vetor-vetor pairs
depends essentially on the parton amplitude parameterization, as well as on the parton mass values.
It is interesting that the predition of ross setion value for the proess γγ → K0K¯∗0(K∗0K¯0) an
be essentially redued by using a spread parton amplitude, whereas the ross setion value for the
proess γγ → K+K∗−(K∗+K¯−) is more sensitive to the hoie of parton masses values and shape
7of parton amplitude. For the massless partons the ross setion of the latter proess is negligibly
small independently on the hosen parton amplitude parametrization.
The vetor-vetor pair prodution have a weakly marked peripheral harater. The relative
yield of vetor-vetor pair, as well as the shape of ross setion distributions weakly depend on
suppositions about both parton distributions and parton mass values.
The neutral vetor-vetor pair prodution have a marked peripheral harater for spread parton
amplitudes and is pratially isotropi for the δ-shaped amplitude.
To onlude, the present researh shows that all tree disussed fators (the meson harge value,
the shape of parton amplitude, and the values of parton masses) an essentially influene the
exlusive meson pair prodution in the photon-photon interation. Nevertheless, the role of meson
harge value must be espeially stressed, beause a hange of meson harge leads to the most
ruial hange in the meson prodution. That is why it should be very interesting to ompare the
experimental results on the pair prodution of harged K-mesons [1℄ with experimental results on
the pair prodution of neutral K-mesons.
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Figure 1. The differential ross setions of K-meson pair prodution in the photon-photon intera-
tion at 2.65 GeV with respet to | cosΘ| for the assumption sets under disussion: (1) ms = 0.2 GeV,
mu = md = 0.1 GeV, φ(x) ∼ δ(x − ms/(ms + mq)) (solid urve); (2) ms = 0.2 GeV, mu = md =
0.1 GeV, φ(x) = const > 0 at 0.25 < x < 0.95 and φ(x) = 0 at other x (dashed urve); (3) the
parton masses are negligibly small, φ(x) ∼ δ(x − 2/3) (dotted urve); (4) the parton masses are neg-
ligibly small, φ(x) have a shape (9) (dashed-dotted urve). See the text for the detailed explanation.
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Figure 2. The same as in Fig. 1, but for the interation energy 3.15 GeV.
